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Rianna, Vantage lease renewals up in the air
Michelle Conerly
Housing the Class of 2014 will
continue to be an issue
Staff Writer
Details regarding the future of the
Vantage and Rianna Apartment leases are
scant, and offer little foresight for stu-
dents concerned about next year's hous-
ing options.
In fall 2010, Seattle University de-
cided to utilize the Rianna and Vantage
Apartments located across the street from
campus on 12th Avenue and Jefferson
The Rianna and Vantage apartments
are definitely options we're considering.
Ron Smith
Finance and Business Affairs
One year later, quake
relief efforts continue
Our ultimate goal is that we can
provide every hospital and clinic





water utilities to Haiti
John Beaton
school or work day for most,
marked the one year anniversary
of the Haiti earthquake disaster.
The earthquake, which occurred
Jan. 12, 2010, devastated many
cities including the Haitian capi-
tal of Port-au-Prince. According
to the BBC, the death toll since
the earthquake has risen to above
300,000 and the number ofpeople
wounded or left homeless by the
event is even higher. Many remain
displaced by the quake,
Ayear ago, the Seattle University
campus was wrought with an out-
pouring ofactivism in order to help
those affected by the disaster, and
those still affected today.
"It's part of our call as humans
to come together and help those
poorpeople," said Molly
Janicki, junior sports
and excercise major, the
week after the disaster.
sdfsdafas
A manifesto for student artists
TrevorBrown | The Spectator
Whitney Ford-Terryand Jessica Powers are co-curators ofThe Hedreen Gallery, Seattle U's biggest gallery space.
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Housing shields res halls against bedbug worries
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
Do bedbugs really bite if you
don't tuck yourself in at night?
The familiar adage, sharedbefore
the bedtimes of youngsters across
the country, has become increasing-
ly important as bedbug populations
increase and plague urban centers
throughout the nation.
According toTallman Scientific,
a NewYork based collection ofbed-
bug control specialists, bedbugs can
be particularly hard to avoid in to-
day's global society.
The company warns that bed-
bugs are known to latch onto lug-
gage in airports, harbor within used
furniture and can livewithout feed-
ing in vacant homes for months at
a time.
Recently, rumors about bed-
bug population bursts in various
residence halls at Seattle University
have been circulating, news of
which has left many residents cu-
rious and concerned.
But is the bedbug menace a
legitimate threat to Seattle U stu-
dents, or just overblown hysteria?
"I think a lot of it is just ru-
mors, but bedbugs are out there
and they could pose a threat,"
said Tim Albert, assistant director
of Housing. "It happens, it's life,
that is what we have to keep in
mind. Bugs are a part of life, and
Housing and Residence Life confirms
incidents of bedbugs in Campion Hall
we can't be hermetically sealed all
the time."
Albert says that in the five years
he has been at Seattle U, only a
handful of students have reported
bedbugs in their rooms, but only
one recent case was found to be a
legitimate infestation.
Bedbugs are a part
of life, and we can't
be hermetically
sealed all the time.
Tim Albert
Assistant Director of Housing
and Residence Life
Albert declined to comment
on the specific date or severity of
the bedbug infestation, but did
confirm that it occurred within
Campion Hall.
Seattle U housing is sensitive to
the nature of bedbug infestation,
and works to keep any potential
concern quiet, for fear ofalienating
and embarrassing student residents,
according to comments from sev-
eral custodial staffmembers.
However, some students believe
they have the right to know when
bedbugs have been discovered in
any room in theirbuilding.
"I get that people want to keep
quiet when they have bedbugs,
but I think we have the right to
know when they are in our build-
ing so we can defend against it,"
said junior Cori Sonnabend, a
Bellarmine resident.
Albert notes that Seattle U
housing has an established protocol
for the extermination of bedbugs
and has set forth steps to be taken
should a student feel their room has
been infested.
"What we encourage students to
do if they have or think they have
bedbugs is to go to student health
and get the bite checked out," said
Albert, "It's always good to play it
safe."
According to Albert, the Seattle
U custodial team has been prop-
erly trained, and if a bed bug case
is confirmed they can quietly move
in, replace the mattresses, spray
specially developed pesticides, thor-
oughly clean the room and perform
a repeat of the process as a follow
up within 24 hours of the confir-
mation, ifnecessary.
He notes that the custodial
team always works with the stu-
dents to try and ensure that the
cleaning procedure will not prove
to be a major inconvenience, and
that many of die cloth mattresses,
the kind bedbugs are attracted to
most frequently on campus, have
been replaced with bedbug resistant
mattresses.
Tallman Scientific informs
people through their website that
bedbugs can be physically, men-
tally and emotionally traumatiz-
ing to their victims, and shouldbe
eradicatedas quickly as possible, as
thoroughly as possible.
The company notes that bedbug
bites physically resemble those of
other blood-sucking insects like






They also note that bedbugs
can be identified by small, blood
colored streaks that appear on your
mattress—caused by bedbug feces
and crushed bedbug remains.
Albert expressed confidence that
the students ofSeatde U are relative-
ly safe from the bedbug menace.
"Our custodial and maintenance
staffdoes a good job ofkeeping bugs
out and making sure they can't get
in. They regularly seal cracks in
the building and make sure the
trash compactors are cleaned 0ut....
They are very well trained in pest
management."




...commonly induce rashes and
psychoses in their victims.
...can survive in
temperatures between 14
and 113 degrees Farenheit
...are commonly
mistaken for carpet beetles.
...try to feed every 5 to 10 days,
but can go a year without food.




forensic investigation due to
their blood retention abilities.
...must molt six times
before becoming fertileadults.




Sarah H Iraki | Th« Spectator
Flash mobs part 2: Swing dance club hits C-Street
CandaceShankel | The Spectator
Swing Club co-presidents Adrian Kirn and Rachel Klein dance in a club flash mob in C-Street Tuesday as a promotional event for their club.
Their goal was to showcase dance moves learned by club members and spark interest in new membership.
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"We didn't want to be in the
position of turning people out onto the
street," said Timothy Albert, assistant di-
rector of Housing and Residence Life.
But now, Housing and Resident Life is
trying to decide whether or not to renew the
lease with the apartment complexes.
The question facing HRL is whether or
not it will be necessary considering next
year's admission expectations. After last
fall's influx of more than 1,000 freshmen, a
back-up plan may be prudent.
"We are evaluating that [option] now,"
said Ron Smith, vice president ofFinance
and Business Affairs. "It depends on where
we are as far as number ofstudents we have
for next year."
The target number for next year's class
is approximately 850 students, a far lower
than last year's total.
Factoring in the new freshman class, the
current student body, transfers, the number
ofgraduating students, students moving off
campus, etc., it is uncertain whether or not
the Rianna or Vantage Apartments will be
needed since there are more solutions to this
issue in the upcoming year.
"We definitely have more options for
next year," Albert said. "The Rianna and
Vantage Apartments are certainly something
we consider, but we also have the option of
looking at doing some additional pieces next
year in the Murphys, and we also have the
Douglas coming online."
The Douglas will add an additional 240
bed spaces to Housing and Residence Life,
as opposed to the Rianna and Vantage
Apartments which only provided another
79 bed spaces. The Douglas, which will be
located on 12th Avenue and Cherry Street,
is expected to be finished this summer.
Priority will be given to juniorsand seniors
and so far, it appears that it will fit right
in with the other housing units. It will be
fully furnished with the usual necessities
and residence assistants living within the
complex as well.
"It will be open for fall," Albert said. "[ln
March] ifnot sooner, they will have a couple
of mock units for students to look at so if
they are interested in living there thatwill be
an option. And they get a chance to see what
it looks like and how it will be furnished."
What many fail to realize, however, is the
exceptional size of the class of 2014 will be
a persistent housing problem for the next
four years.
In the past, Housing and Residence Life
converted some rooms in various residence
halls into triples, and some people had even
requested to have three or four people in
Murphy townhomes or convert Murphy
studios into double rooms; they are almost
twice the size ofa Bellarmine or Campion
double room and include a kitchen and
bathroom.
"There's a lot of things that are being
considered right now," Albert said.
Smith agrees, adding that the apartment
complexes Seattle U currently leases are
not out of the question for the 2011-2012
school year.
"I will anticipatewe have some rooms in
Rianna but not all," Smith said.
Michelle may be reached at
mconerly@su-spectator.com
It is clear that this
problem hasn't gone away and that
the people who have been affected by
it still require aid.
There mightnot as be much media
attention on the country as there was
right after the quake, but Seatde U
community members are doingwhat
they can to help those people.
The more recent Haiti-centric
humanitarian movements on campus
include activism from Shirts Across
both of which are involved in other
areas besides Haiti, such as Africaand
South America.
Another such example is a pro-
gram that the Seatde U chapter of
Engineers Without Borders is under-
taking to provide a mechanism that
will makecleanwater for hospitals and
health clinics accessible in Haiti. The
program,which is headed bycivil and
environmental engineering professor
Phillip Thompson, aims to makewa-
ter treatment systems that are afford-
able, easily maintained andcompact.
Immediately after the disaster,
students like then-senior biochemis-
trymajor Derek Rogalsky were barred
from going on their scheduled trip to
the Caribbean country.
These days, it is quite the
opposite.
Thompson, who has already been
involved in providing water treat-
ment for places such as Thailand and
Jamaica, was contacted by Seattle U
alumnus Vance Warren.
Warren was there helping with
a cholera outbreak that occurred
months after the earthquake. Once
the need was established for water
treatment systems, Thompson went
to work raising funds and building
more systems.
The water treatment system costs
about $6,500 dollars to build and two
dollars a day to maintain. The cost of
making itand shipping it does notfall
on the Haitiansand once it's installed
the maintenance cost is all they must
pay.
When asked about the economic
aspects about it, Thompson said,
"After a cost analysis on a per liter ba-
sis [we found] it isone of the cheapest
alternatives."
Thompson then went on to say
that the two dollars a dayrequired to
maintain it was definitely affordable
for the people using it.
As for the mechanical aspects of
it and whether or not intensive train-
ing would be required to repair one
of these systems, Thompson claimed
that their simplicity allowed for mini-
mal training, whichvocational schools
now offer to Haitians for free.
The program's goal for this year is
making 12 systems and as twosystems
have already been made this year, it is
likely that this goal can be achieved.
"Our ultimate goal is that we can
provide every hospital and clinic with
water treatment system," Thompson
said.
This very ambitious and altruistic
goal is limited by the amount ofmon-
ey that this program is able to raise.
Most of the funds, according to
Thompson, comefrom Rotary clubs.
These clubs, according to Rotary
International, have more than 1.2
million members and 33,000 clubs
worldwide that provide humanitar-
ian aid across the globe.
According to Thompson, most of
the $100,000 needed for the project
goal this year will likely be raised from
donations by these clubs.
The Spectator will continue to fol-
low the progress ofEWB and their
activities concerning the Haitian
people.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
Not just Haiti, areas such as
the Gulf Coast of the United
States and the earthquake-
impacted area of Chili each
still need humanitarian aid.
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
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Queer community sows a seed of sustainability
Emma Nauman
Out for Sustainability works to activate environmental
awareness of LGBTQ community on Capitol Hill
VolunteerWriter
According to a recent poll by po-
litical blog The Hill, "gays and lesbi-
ans are more likely than heterosexuals
to prioritize environmental issues at
the ballot box," with 45 percent of
LGBTQ-identifying adults saying
environmental issues are "extremely"
or"very" important when voting for a
candidate, compared to27 percent of
heterosexual adults.
This is good news for GerodRody,
One of the things I
always think about is
empowering people
to do what they love.
Gerod Rody
OUT for Sustainability
founder of the Capitol Hill organiza-
tion OUT for Sustainability; whose
mission is to engage and mobilize the
LGBTQ community to advance so-
cial and environmental sustainability.
What this means for Rody is an ongo-
ing mission to bring together people
with similar values, both concerning
the environment and sexuality, to try
and make a difference in the Capitol
Hill community.
Rody and his friend Julian O'Reilly
developed the idea for OUT for
Sustainability while playing tennis
when they both attended Bainbridge
Graduate Institute, working for de-
grees focusing on sustainability. The
organization was launched in January
2009 after a six-month period of de-
velopment, with the help ofpeople
from many diversebackgrounds; any-
one, asRody stated, who identified as
queerand sustainable.
Since OUT for Sustainability is fo-
cused on mobilizing the community, it
has put onmany community-oriented
programs, designed to increase aware-
ness about sustainable practices.
Rody and the organization were
involved inSeattle's Gay Pride festival
last year, and plan on being a part of
Pride again, in an effort to make the
festival a littlegreener.
In a recentSeattleTimes interview,
Rody mentioned his previous year's
involvement in Earth Day, putting
on two "Earth Gay" events, habitat
restoration on Beacon Hill, and build-
ing a garden for teens going through
drugrehabilitation in South Park.
Rody says OUT for Sustainability
plans toput onEarth Gayeventsfor this
year's Earth Day as well, hopefully on
Capitol Hill.
Another outreach program Rody
is working in collaboration with is
Alley Cat Acres, an organization
dedicated to urban farming in aban-
doned lots.
Rody hopes to work with Alley
Cat Acres to create a garden for
Lambert House, a center forLGBTQ
youth.
Among these upcoming events
is SaSS, Society and Sustainability
Symposium, which will focus on
social sustainability, and how it can
be brought into "both the envi-
ronmental and queer community,"
Rody said.
He hopes to make this particu-
lar event fun and engaging, while
also fostering debate from different
community perspectives. Rody says






at the ballot box.
The Hill
Political Blog
University, and has made contact
with the schools Triangle Club.
When asked about what he would
say to students who wanted to get
involved in his organization, Rody
said that "one of the things I always
think about is empowering people to
do what they love," and part of that is
taking advantage of the organizations
that are already out there.
Rody also mentioned that OUT
for Sustainability is always looking
for writers and volunteers for their
events, such as Earth Gay and the
upcoming symposium.
OUT for sustainability can be
found on Facebook, Twitter and
Vimeo, all through its web site, www.
outsustainability.org
Emma may be reached at
naumane@seattleu.edu
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
Gerod Rody founded OUT for Sustainability in 2009. It is a Capitol
Hill organization that works to mobilize and engage the LGBTQ
community to work to achieve environmental sustainability.
First history professor installed as new McCone chair
Ellie White
Published author Hazel Hahn hopes to bring Asian
representation to the business school through literature
Staff Writer
Every two years, the College ofArts and
Sciences recognizes a faculty member for
outstanding scholarship with the Pigott-
McCone Endowment. This faculty member
is installed as a chair in the department and
is elected two academic years to promote
faculty achievement and further educational
opportunities within his or her academic dis-
cipline. Last Tuesday marked the installation
ofProfessor Hazel Hahn, thefirst member of
the History department to be chosen.
Hahn is a published author
in the subject of developing
modern cultures.
Hahn, who joined the department as
director ofAsian Studies in 2000, plans to
sponsor several events focusing on the rep-
resentation ofAsia within and outside of the
continent through the spring of2012 when
another chair will be installed.
"I would like to sponsor interdisciplin-
ary events that willexcite and interest faculty
across the campus," Hahn said.
The events, she continued, will deal with
the theme ofAsia's portrayal by the rest of
the world, as well as internally. Specifically,
the speakers and events will in some way ad-
dress the "variety of ways in which Asia as
a continent, and as an imagined construct,
is represented both by Asians and non-
Asians."
Hahn added, "[This topic] has a lot to do
with the historical construction of what is
imagined as Asia ... Part of Russia is in Asia,
a lot ofpeople don't realize, and the Middle
East—a pivotal area—are important to the
history of the world."
Hahn plans to address this topic by in-
viting both local and international speakers
as well as highlighting the work of the uni-
versity's own faculty. "I'm really trying to
show that... Seattle University is very rich in
scholarship and moving scholarship forward
in specific fields."
In May, Aarti Kawlra, a specialist on issues
of cultural heritage and director ofROPE,
will be visiting from Chennai, India, to
speak about her organization and on the
fashion of the Indian sari in the global con-
text. Accompanying Kawlra's discussion
will be a presentation ofFine Arts professor
Naomi Kasumi's works from her sabbatical
in India.
Hahn is fluent in French and
Korean. She has done heavy
research into European
and Asian urban cultures.
Hahn, who is fluent in French and Korean,
received her Ph.D. and MA in history at the
University ofCalifornia-Berkeley and a B A.
in history from Wellesley College.
Her research focuses on European ur-
ban history, European imperialism, and
SoutheastAsian urban and cultural history.
She recently published "Scenes of Parisian
Modernity: Culture and Consumption in
the Nineteenth Century" and is currently
working on a book, "Cultures ofTravel in
the Nineteenth Century," a history ofurban
planning in French Indochina, and articles
on representations ofempires in the French
and English illustrated press. She is also a
co-editor of a book that will, according to
Hahn, revise perceptions ofAsia in the eyes
of historians, architectural historians, and
geographers through architectural map-
ping and representation of the continent
ofAsia.
Hahn is also organizing a two day
symposium to accompany the book titled
"Architectural-ized Asia." The symposium
will feature a number of specialists from
abroad and within the Pacific Northwest.
Hahn hopes the presentations and inten-
sive discussions of this theme continue
to move scholarship forward on this
particular subject.
Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
The Pigott-McCone chair is the Humanities chair ofthe business school. The goal ofthe
chairperson is to enrich the learning of Albers students with cross-cultural education,
knowledge that is often necessary in today's business field.
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Professor's poetry crosses boundaries, worlds
Michelle Conerly
Staff Writer
She pulled the book from her
shelf and humbly agreed to read.
And when she spoke, she did so in
a poet's voice, with conviction, pas-
sion arid life.
"...I remember asking you if
you had too much to deal withand
you turned around and said to me
in perfect Spanish: Nunca sabemos
donde va a romperse la tela pro-
fesora. (We never know where the
cloth will rip professor)."
The poetry ofprofessor Gabriella
Gutierrez y Muhs not only spans
multiple languages but multiple
continents as well.
Recently, Guitierrezy Muhs was
selected to be the featured American
poet at this year's International
Festival of Poetry, known as Kritya
2011, held in Nagpur, India.
To be nominated to such a
position, a poet must be recom-
mended by several other poets.
Gutierrez y Muhs felt particularly
honored when she found out that
Alicia Partnoy, the chair ofSpanish
at Loyola Marymount, a poet, and
social justice activist, was just one
ofthe many people who submitted
Gutierrezy Muhs' name.
"It was particularly important
because [Partnoy] is so incredible,"
said Gutierrez y Muhs. "She's done
marvelous work in every way, [and
it's] invaluable that such a human
being would recommend me."
But Gutierrez y Muhs shines in
her own way. In this day and age
where issues involving identity and
race are slowly building up in our
country, Gutierrez y Muhs sees it
as a wonderful opportunity to be
the featured American poet. This is
because shefeels that she is not only
the representative ofAmerica, but
she is the face ofAmerica as well.
"I am Latina, but I'm also a
Chicana, I'm also Mexican, I'm also
American. I'm all those subjectivi-
ties," Gutierrez y Muhs said. "So I
find it particularly ironic and mar-






Thinking back on her extensive
background in poetry, Gutierrez y
Muhs remembers that the first time
she was officially called "poet" was
when she studied in France at the
age of 19. Since then, Gutierrez y
Muhs has traveled all around the
world, speaking at conferences and
reading her poetry that she writes in
English, Spanish and French. Now
making her plans to go to India,
Gutierrez y Muhs is not nervous
at all. In fact, she has quite the
positive outlook on how her trip
will be.
"I'm excited because I'm going
to become a new person. I'm drop-
ping this shell, and I'm getting a
bigger one," Gutierrez yMuhs said.
"I'm going to learn. I'm going to
share. I'm going to bring back. I'm
going to go there and grow and see
and appreciate and represent the
United States."
And her colleagues could not be
more proud ofher. Ted Fortier, as-
sociate professor of anthropology,
who has known Gutierrezy Muhs
for more than 12 years and has also
read her poetry, knows thatshe will
have a wonderful time abroad.
"I am so proud that Gabriella
is recognized for her work and
for her artistry. She is so accom-
plished on so many levels, and is
real treasure," said Fortier. "Once
someone meets Gabriella, theyalways
remember her."
Sharon Suh, associate professor
of theology and religious studies,
regards the poetry of Gutierrez y
Muhs as "a gift that she offers to us
all," and "herpoems are both cultur-
ally specific and accessible to all."
That is why Gutierrez y Muhs
is among the group of Latino writ-
ers, alongside Helena Viramontes
and Demetria Martinez, who have
had their work translated into
Hindi. And in response to that,
Gutierrez y Muhs could not feel
more honored.
"Here's these people on the other
side ofthe world who are verymuch
interested in the new American
writer which [includes] Latino au-
thors," Gutierrez y Muhs said. "I
do believe I will find other ways of
reading, looking at my novel, [and]
contextualizing my poems through
their eyes."
Michelle may be reached at
mconerly@su-spectator.com
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Professor Gabriella Gutierrezy Muhs teaches classes on modern languages and women's studies when
not writing poetry. She is part of a small group of Latino writers whose work is also available in Hindi.
ID card transition begins
SpencerLatham
VolunteerWriter
Seattle University is doing all it can to
ease the transition from the campus cards
to the new ones. By Jan. 31 the current
cards will cease to function. Seattle U is
taking pragmatic steps to get new ID cards
to the entire school.
According to Clare Monahan, who
spearheaded the effort, from Jan. 18 to
28 students will be able to go to Piggott,
Campion or the Student Center to get
their new cards. These locations were
chosen specifically because they house ,a






What if it's past the 31st and you still
don't have your card? Never fear. You can
go to the Campus Card Office in the
Engineering Building and get the updated
ID card at your convenience.
Your information and picture from the
old card is saved in the database to make
the process as quickas possible. Regardless
of when you get the new card, it will be
free. You have the option to open an ac-
count with US Bank, but the decision
to turn your ID card into a debit card is
optional.
News of the $25,000 US Bank card
deal broke last September, and work to
quickly update the card readers began fall
quarter. The three year contract between
US Bank and Seattle U offers free banking
services to students. Ifstudents do choose
to set up a checking account, they will also
benefit from one waved overdraft fee, four
free non-US bank ATM transactions per
month, and personalized e-mail and text
messages.
Monahan clarified that the majority of
the school's card readers either don't work
or are outdated.
"We haven't updated the card system in
10years so it's about time. The picture of
the library represents Seattle U's most ar-
chitecturally, ecologically advanced build-
ing on campus. It symbolizes the future."
Some students are not happy with the
new cards, notably changing the back-
ground picture from the chapel to the
library. Senior Joseph Poz said, "I like the
chapel. There is no reason to put the li-
brary on the new cards."
Access to the 24-hour study
rooms in library and collegiums will
require students to possess the new
ID cards.
"I don'treally care," said senior Emmett
Spaulding. "I would like to say that it will
affect me because I use my campus card
to go the gym all the time, but that never
really happens."
Spencer may be reached at
lathams@seattleu.edu
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The gunman accused of try-
ing to assassinate Arizona Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords and killing six
others, JaredLee Loughner, was not
on any government watch list that
might have warned someone not to
sell him a gun or caused police to
investigate his unstable behavior.
It turns out there is not a list
in the United States for people like
Loughner.
The same goes for Joseph Stack,
who flew his plane into an IRS of-
fice in Austin, Texas, last February.
Stack left behind a 3,000-word,
rambling screed about his problems
with the U.S. tax code.
Less than a month later, John
Patrick Bedell shot two Pentagon
guards. He left behind anti-gov-
ernment writings and cited con-
spiracy theories involving the U.S.
military.
Richard Poplawski, too, left
an online trail of racist rants and
paranoid thoughts about President
Barack Obama imposing a gun
ban before he allegedly shot and
killed three police officers in the
Pittsburgh area in April 2009.
In the past two years, there
have been at least six incidents in
which disgruntled Americans, act-
ing alone, have taken violent action
into their own hands. In many of
the cases, signs ofgovernment dis-
trust and paranoia wouldn't have
been enough to justify lawenforce-
ment intervention.
Loughner's case includes cryptic
messages left on a MySpace page,
bizarre behavior in college classes
and YouTube videos with anti-
government rhetoric. Yet it wasn't
enough to put him on the radar





"This is a very difficult individu-
al to find, to detect, minus any kind
ofmental evaluation or criminal vi-
olence he committed or suspicious
activity that somebody reported
that was in the system," said Mike
Downing, deputy chief of the Los
Angeles Police Department who
oversees counterterrorismand spe-
cial operations.
The six who died were among 19
people shot Jan. 8 outside a Tucson
grocery store, where Giffords
was meeting with constituents.
Investigators were looking into
whether the 22-year-old Loughner
was part of an online anti-gov-
ernment organization, American
Renaissance. But participation in
such groups and likeminded beliefs
are not crimes.
"Law enforcement can't just
jump in thereand monitor all these
groups just based on the message
they're sending," said Don Borelli,
a former assistant special agent in
charge of the FBl's New York joint
terrorism task force.
There are scores of domestic
groups with members who oppose
paying taxes, disagree with the gov-
ernment and voice their opinions
eagerly. But their rights are protect-
ed by the First Amendment, and
opposing taxes alone is not enough
Students get kicked




to trigger an investigation.
"These guys kind of fly below
the radar until they decide to act,
which makes it a challenge for law
enforcement," said Borelli, who is
now a senior vice president with
the Soufan Group, an internation-
al firm that consults on security
issues.
Neighbors described Loughner
as someone who kept to himselfand
walked his dog. Some of his friends
said they were surprised when he
expressed an interest in guns and
target shooting last March.
Between February and
September, Loughner had five
contacts with Pima Community
College police for classroom and
library disruptions.
School officials are responsible
forcontacting police if they believe
a student is a threat to himself or
others, said George Foresman,
a former undersecretary at the
Homeland Security Department.
If a friend or teacher did call the
police department to report that
Loughner was posting rambling
messages about illiteracy rates and
currency online, it's not likely the
local police would have a system in
place to run that down.
"They're dealing with a series
ofopen cases, murders, robberies,"
Foresman said. "Where does this
fall into the priority?"
Loughner was suspended in
September after the college police
found a YouTube video in which
Loughner claimed the college
was illegal according to the U.S.
Constitution. But security experts
said it was hardly enough to raise
suspicions.
"Students get kicked out of
school for a multitude ofreasons,"
Borelli said. "That doesn't necessar-
ily mean that they're going to go
kill somebody."
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Public Safety officers worked on
clearing snow to allow faculty to
get vehicles out of university ga-
rages and parking lots.
Medical Assist
Jan. 12,10:00p.m.
A student injured a shoulder dur-
ing a recreational sports game
in the Connolly Center. Public
Safety escorted the student to
the hospital.
Theft
Jan. 13, 3:00 p.m.
A student reported leaving a tab-
let computer unattended in Pig-
ott. When the student returned,
the computer was missing. Public
Safety is following up in theinves-
tigation.
Motor Vehicle Accident
Jan. 13, 6:55 p.m.
Pubic Safety is following up on
the investigation of a motor vehi-
cle accident at 1111 E. Columbia
in the turnaround.A student was




Public Safety located a graffiti tag




An employee reported a wallet
removed from an open and un-
attended office in the Admissions
and Alumni Building.
Accident
Jan. 16, 6:50 p.m.
Public Safety noticed an exter-
nal walkway light lying on the
ground on the North Walkway
of Campion. The broken glass




An unknown male was reported
removing a university banner
from the Bellarmine turnaround.




Pubic Safety contacted a non-
affiliate male accessing Pigott.
The individual claimed to be a




nVfff SPEAKERHH| Albers Speaker Series
Seattle's favorite airplane manufacturer will
be sending one of their own to inspire the fu-
ture titans of industry that call Albers home.
Boeing Executive Vice President and CEO of
Boeing Commercial Airplanes Jim Albaugh will
be speaking in the Pigott Auditorium as part of
the Albers Executive Speaker Series Thursday
from 5 to 6 p.m.
RIB MUSIC
| The Thermals
The Thermals seem to embody the spirit of
pop-inspired punk music that came to define
the first decade of this century. This is heard
best through their blunt and straightforward,
communicating the writer's intent clearly and
with equally blaring vocals and instrumentals.
RVTS CASINO NIGHT
BHSI Casino Night
Help benefit Bailey Gatzert Elementary
and the Invisible Children fund by attending
Casino Night Saturday from 7 to 11 p.m. in the
Campion Ballroom. And, if every movie that
has ever featured a masquerade ball in it is right,
it is sure that there will be some shenanigans
involving a lost mask, a mistaken identity and
two potential love interests.
fTTHI SU DINNER CLUB
I Middle Eastern Culture
The International Student Center will host
a night ofMiddle Eastern cuisine and culture,
in which U.S. and international students can
come together. The even will be held from 6
to 8 p.m. in the International Student Center,
and an RSVP is required.
THEOLOGY
I Week of Prayer
The School of Theology and Ministry
will be participating in a city-wide obser-
vance of the Week of Prayer for Christian
Unity. The 2011 prayers have been prepared
by Christians in Jerusalem, who chose as a
themeActs 2:42, "They devoted themselves to
the apostles' teaching and fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and the prayers." It will be
held from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the Seattle First
Baptist Church.
nVTS CULTURAL APPRECIATION
■Mia Say My Name
Attendance at Say My Name may
not only help foster a sense of cultural appre-
ciation, but also help participants avoid some
awkward moments in future introductions. The
program will be led by international students who
will be teaching how to pronounce names from
around the world lunch will be provided, and an
RSVP is required. The event will be held in the
Student Center from noon to 1 p.m.
|HT3§l LUNCHES WITH LEADERS
| The Story of Bun Yom
Bun Yom has oneof the rare stories where he
was able to not only able to live through near
impossible to comprehend odds, but then go
on to inspire others with his story of survival.
Yom was able to escape slavery in Cambodia,
from an area called the Killing Field, then es-
cape the Khmer Rouge, and go on to become
a Cambodian "freedom fighter" civil rights
leader. He will be presenting from his book "
Tomorrow I'm Dead" in the Student Center at
12:15 p.m. and an RSVP is required.
Students join MLK march
Seattle's MLK day march is one of the largest in the country and, while other students
were celebrating the holiday by sleeping in, a few smiling activisits took to the streets in
memory of the reverend MartinLuther King Jr. and the civil rights movement.
Seattle University students from OMA and the Seattle University Youth Initiative
leadership seminar rallied at Garfield High School in Seattle's Central District (Below).
The march progressed to Madison Street and 3rd Avenue (Right).
Joyce Keeley special to The Spectator
January 19, 20118 thespectator
Campus Voice:
What do you think of
the Seahawks making
it to the playoffs?
"Seahawks? I think you mean Redhawks. We
don't have a football team, (kidding!)"
Brianna Waldron
Freshman, Nursing
Interviews and photos by Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Cameron Kailey
Freshman, Nursing
"Well, my dad was
really excited about it."
Brett Drolet
Freshman, Film Studies





"It gave me something to
talk about."
January 19, 2011 et cetera thespectator 9
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Working where youleard:
Every university is its own mini-economy with its own security, eateries & offices tl
Low demand for graduate student jobs
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
Graduate students seeking employ-
ment on campus at Seattle University
might find their options limited, as the
university offers few positions for students
at the graduate level. Janet Shandley, di-
rector of Graduate Admission at Seattle
U states that "graduate student employ-
ment on campus is minimal beyond the
graduate assistantships offered."
Shandley said she does not sense much
need or demand for campus employment
by graduate students.
Part of the lack of employment op-
portunities may have to do with the
types of graduate programs offered by
Seattle U. Most programs meet in the
evenings and are designed for working
adults, who would have outside em-
ployment and would not require on-
camus employment. Henry S. Lee, the
Graduate Student Council vice-chair
of strategic finance explained that for
the grad students that he knows who
are employed on campus, they take on
these jobs because it is part of their
program internship.
Lee gives the example that most of
the grad students that he works with
on-campus are in the masters of student
development program. Since the major-
ity of grad programs are in the evenings,
which are designed for working adults,
the majority of grad students that he
knows have jobs outside of school. For
students at the graduate level who are
able to find employment through Seattle
U, there is a great benefit in full-time
work for the university, as employees get
free or reduced tuition. Other outside
programs can fund graduate students,
even if the work does occur on campus.
Lee, who works in the Commuter and
Transfer Student Center, is a grantee in a
veterans program funded by Americorps
and administered by the Washington
Department of Veterans Affairs.
For grad students who receive finan-
cial aid and are declared eligible for work-
study, some positions at Seattle U are
specifically designated for grad students,
and their wages start at $11.05 per hour
(compared with $8.75 for undergrads).
Occasionally departmental assistantships
are available, and off-campus positions,
according to the graduate website, may
pay from minimum wage to $20 an hour,
depending on experience.
The University of Washington, by
contrast, offers fellowships, assistantships
and awards to more than 60 percent of
their enrolled student body.
Seattle U officials may need to work
on expanding their knowledge of gradu-
ate student need and offerings of gradu-
ate employment in the future. Shandley
explains, she doesn't have the "data on
hand either or even much sense of the
need for campus employment by gradu-
ate students. It would be good for the
university to develop some current un-
derstanding of both the demand and
the opportunities."
Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com
Living where you work, overcoming time constraints
Kelli-Anne Ho
Volunteer Writer
One of the first faces to greet fresh-
men and new residents when they arrive
on campus is their resident assistant—
the person who can help them navigate
campus life, offer them advice regarding
classes or point them to clubs.
This dedication to helping other
students is a major factor that RA ap-
plicants must consider prior to applying
because of the role's demands.
According to Dustin Grabsch,
Bellarmine's assistant residence hall di-
rector, RAs are not allowed to exceed 20
hours in another employment position
because they must meet the minimum
requirements of the RA position given
that room and board is compensation
for the position.
"The hardest part of being an RA
is knowing that I have to make those
kinds of sacrifices. ... As a mentor it's
really cool being in this position but at
the same time there are things I have
to sacrifice," said sophomore Leo Rozal,
who is a first-year RA in Bellarmine. "1
can't have a job where I have to go 20 to
30 minutes from campus each day."
Sophomore Margaret Hazuka, a first-
year RA in Campion, said that balancing
RA commitments with other interests is
also a challenge.
"The RA [position] is fun so it's not
like it's a bad commitment, but it's a lot
of time spent in it," she said. "Balancing
that and the student role and a club or
whatever it is you're involved in is the
hardest part, but it's worth it."
Recruitment for next year's RAs has
already begun, and each school year the
Resident Housing Association (RHA)
typically receives about 100 applica-
tions to fill the 54 available positions.
This year, RHA has seen an increase of
both new and returning applicants com-
pared to 2010. According to Grabsch,
the number of spots for first year posi-
tions is decided depending on how many
returning applicants are accepted.
The theme for the current year's
application revolves around the candy
Skittles because, according to Grabsch,
the rainbow ofcolors to highlight diver-
sity of experience.
"Everyone comes from different back-
grounds, everyone has different views on
life and I see diversity in an extremely
broad way," Hazuka said. "We have all
different kinds of typical diversity like
ethnicities and stuff like that, but we
also have a lot of different majors and a
lot of different majors in life and a lot
of different viewpoints and a lot of dif-
ferent personalities."
And ultimately, there is no specific
type of personality that the committee
looks for.
"It's more of an attitude towards what
you want out of being an RA because
when you become an RA you become
part of Seattle University and when
freshmen, particularly, come and live
in your dorm, you're the first person
they're going to associate with the col-
lege," Rozal said.
The application is comprised of
two recommendations, a resume









the applications. To ensure
















who apply for a
second or thirdyear undergo a different
application process. Senior staff mem-
bers review the returning RA applicants,
and also take into consideration the
evaluations completed by students from
each floor.
One part of the application
calls for the applicant to devise a
hypothetical program.
"We are really emphasizing the im-
portance of programming in the resi-
dence halls, and so we're also looking for
what ideas they come up with without
any training on how to put on a pro-
gram," Grabsch said.
Grabsch said the Committee looks for
responses to the application that draw
attention to the Jesuit core values.
"We understand that not everyone
is going to be passionate about all
six of them, so really, (it's)
figuring out what partic-
ular value is most
salient with
the applicant," he said.
Applications close on Jan. 20
Kelly may be reached at
hok@seattleu.edu
Alex Pierce | The Spectator
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hatcreate many job opportunities. We explored possibilities for on-campus jobs.
Undergrads squeeze in work between class
Sam Kettering
StaffWriter
Around Seattle University's campus, few
things are as coveted among undergradu-
ate students as an on-campus job. The con-
venience oflocation and the understanding
employers often possess about class schedules
make jobs around campus especially desirable
for students looking to ofiset the high cost
of tuition.
"It's important to save money," said Amy
Truong, a freshman who is not employed by the
university. "And its important to start getting
that experience."" [Having a job] adds a com-
fort zone," said Shelley Brunkan, also a fresh-
man not employed by Seatde U. "Especially
at this university, since it's expensive."
According to Seatde Us December 2010
payroll, the university employs 888 students.
"This includes all students," said Rita
Lin, the university's payroll and endow-
ment manager. "There is no breakout of
academic standing."
There are far more students at Seattle U.
than there are jobs available, so the market
is competitive and new positions fill quickly.
Employment opportunities can be especially
difficult for incoming freshmen.
"A lot ofoffices will fill jobs in the spring
thatthey need in the fall," said Gayatri Eassey,
associate director ofExternal Relations Career
Services. "We encourage freshman to look at
opportunities offcampus."
That doesn't mean Career Services doesn't
work to help students find jobsaround cam-
pus, though.
The Redhawk Network was established
in 2009 to provide Seatde U students and
alumni with career opportunities. Job hunt-
ers can use the website to sort through job
postings, find a mentoror learn about Career
Services events.
Housing and Residence Life (HRL) be-
gan using the Redhawk Network last year to








(RA) positions. Interested students submit the
documents associated with their application
through the website.






not without its drawbacks.
The biggest complaint Eassey has received
from students is that they are not enough job
postings on the site.
"The Redhawk Network isn't Craig's
List or Monster.com," she said "Not all on
campus jobs are posted - we don't have the
capacity to require [on campus employers] to
post them online."
Bon Appetit, whose48-studentworkforce
is comprised almost entirelyof undergraduate
students, does not use an online application
submission site like the Redhawk Network.
Instead, students submit their applications
in person at any ofBon Appetit's locations
around campus.
"We always accept applications," said
Buzz Hofford, the general manager of
Bon Appetit.
Bon Appetit doesnot have annualbudget
for hiring undeigraduate students andhiresnew





Bon Appetit employs 48
students.
it is looking for new employees, non-students
are justas likely tobe hired as SeatdeU students.
According to Hofford, their chefs and other
kitchen employees are usually non-students.
"Most ofour student positions are front of
house," he said.
Hofford and Eassey both stated that one
ofthe greatest benefits ofworking on campus
for undergraduates is the willingness of their
employers to work with their class schedules.
Sophomore Kirstyn Faber works on cam-
pus and agreed with that assessment
"I like that it's close," she said. "People are
really understanding ofmy schedule. I thinka
lot ofpeople here are trying to balance school
and work, and an on campus job makes that
so much easier."
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel
Freshman Soren Rekhoff (left) is a front desk assistant in Campion Hall and freshman Kent Faust (right) works at the library circulation desk.
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Exhibit takes art off wall, on to the computer
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
Unlike most gallery exhibitions, "Digitally
Born: New Works of Electronic Art" does
not forbid viewer interaction, but instead
requires it, the first of many contradic-
tions found between digital media and the
exhibit itself.
Digital media has come to transcend our
culture, simultaneously connecting us while
pushing us further apart. Seattle University's
latest exhibit in the Vachon Gallery explores
this theme.
"Digitally Born: New Works ofElectronic
Art" presents nine different pieces ofdigital
media, all displayed interactively on iMac
computers. Although the interactive feature
immediately invites viewers in and offers a
certain level ofaccessibility to the displayed
art not normally available, the very nature of
the art seemingly offsets this welcoming.
At the formal opening of the exhibit, none
ofthe artists were present in support of their
work, due to the fact that the computers the
art was displayed on did the speaking, or
were intended to do the speaking, for them.
The very nature of the exhibit justifies their
absence in the name ofthe art they created.
For the artists, the computer screen offers
enough contact, while simultaneously offer-
ing none at all.
According to the informational material
present at the beginning of the exhibit, the
installation is "designed to illuminate the cre-
ative threads of the internetart movement"
and provide an "intimate experience," but
one that oftentimes feels distant and cold.
Some present beautiful and unique per-
spectives on their topics, often addressing the
topic of the medium itself. One of the stand-
out pieces addressing this is Juliet Martin's
"oooxxxooo," which presents participants
with a screen of "yes" and "no" statements
that connect to random narratives, com-
menting on "the nature ofcomputers and the
language ofHTML" showing that "the most
crude text elements can create something
beautiful." Martin's piece seems to highlight
the fact that computer text, while seeming
so cold and mechanical, can reach out across
time and space to bring people together.
Each piece ofart is displayed on an indi-
vidual computer at nine different stations,
designed to focus on the individual, provid-
ing headphones to fully understand the ex-
perience. The stark white of the computers
themselves even seems to be part of the art.
The focal point of the exhibit, Kartzen by
Jorg Schlinke, is the computer station in the
center of the room, with a large projector
displaying what is portrayed on the screen
itself. This piece also offers the only collective
way to view any ofthe pieces. While the piece
offers the only way for viewers to see any of
the pieces collectively, it portrays two candles
burning first together, then slowlyseparating
as the wax melts away. As the two separate,
only one candle is left burning, still leaving
viewers with an empty feeling.
While some pieces highlighted issues of
digital media, others seem to take the theme
in a completely different, and somewhat
bizarre direction. "Modified" deals with hy-
permedia as a new kind of art, combined
with genetic media in the form ofa bizarre
naked baby doll that appears and disap-
pears randomly to the tune of disjointed,
unearthly sounds.
However, all the art was only accessible
through viewer interaction, like in "Seen
Death" by Jody Zellen. In it, she takes the
general concept ofmedia coverage of death,
and displays them in a barrage of images,
layered with caustic and incoherent sounds.
Although the overall concept of the ex-
hibit seems only to highlight the level of
disconnection to others that technology
brings, pieces within the project do standout
as working against orhighlighting this trend,
through the very medium that does it itself,
which is perhaps thetrue lesson to take away
from the exhibit.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
Much of the art in the "Digitally Bom" exhibition is displayed on iMac computers, which line the room and serve almost as art themselves.
New Decemberists album doesn't disappoint
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
Despite its name that seems to sug-
gest otherwise, "The King is Dead" is not
a concept album based in storytelling like
The Decemberists' most recent albums "The
Hazards ofLove" and "The Crane Wife."
While some fans might be disappointed in
the lack of narrative, which has always been
key to the band's shtick, this return to ba-
sic folk-pop roots is the perfect move after
2009's over-the-top and not entirely success-
ful rock opera.
This album is not as cohesive as some of
the band's earlier work (the record's single
"Down by theWater" is a kind ofmid-album
non-sequitur that belongs more on an album
like "The Crane Wife" but it did grow on
me), but it's easy to get swept up in. It sounds
effortless and gives a few significant nods to
It gives a few significant
nods to the band's musical
influences like REM, Neil
Young and others.
the band's musical influences like REM,
Neil Young and others. "The King is Dead"
even features appearances from REM's Peter
Buck and critically acclaimedbluegrass singer
Gillian Welch.
This album is mostlike 2005 s"Picaresque,"
but the band has five more year's experience
under theirbelt. One misplaced track aside,
it's a really elegantly constructed record.
Decemberists front man Colin Meloy
told NPR that the band had reached the
"zenith of excess" with 2009's rock op-
era release and they deliberately took a
stripped down approach to their newest
record. He described "Hazards" as "cere-
bral" and "academic." It was time consum-
ing in its recording. Moving far away from
complex studio composition, "The King
is Dead" was recorded entirely in a barn
in Portland where folk festivals have been
held in the past.
It is clear the band has taken recent ex-
perience to heart and have learned when
to tone down their narrative shtick and
focus instead on musical composition to
create a record that is bright and warm and
all together pleasant in an acoustically in-
teresting space. It's simply ear candy filled
with twangy guitars, banjos, harmonica
and some truly euphonious voice work
that sticks. It's modern Americana at its
near best.
Listening to "The King is Dead" kind
of makes me want to don a straw hat and
sit with my feet in the water on some lake
in Oregon or Eastern Washington.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/entertainment12 thespectator
Snooki writes her very first booki
Ellie White
Staff Writer
As of last week, Nicole "Snooki" Polizzi can add
co-author to her exceptionally bizarre resume. It was
just last year that the undeniably marketable television
personality became the Jersey Shore's "break out star."
She came from humble beginnings, earning a mere
$5,000 an episode before getting punched in the face
by a drunk guy at a club. The footage only had to be
seen on MTV once (the punch was later edited out) for
Snooki to become a household name. Her deplorable
allure could be ignored no longer.
Snooki's premier literary attempt was
commendable but not memorable,
unless you count the chapter in
which she saves a beached shark.
Hearing her name is enough to make me cringe, so
I expected reading Snooki's first attempt at fictional
prose, all 300 pages of it, would be enough to induce
tension headaches and possibly slight nausea.
The novel, co-written by author Valerie Frankel, is
cleverly entitled "A Shore Thing."
It does not disappoint, assuming you're expecting
the literary equivalent of the Jersey Shore.
Part ofmy reading experience required removing the
cover from the book in an attempt to protect my pride,
only to be greeted by a screaming bright pink book
underneath. There was no hiding my shame.
"A Shore Thing" has all the makings ofan extra-long
Jersey Shore episode: the three D's, "drinking, dancing
and duh." The book is about two cousins from Brooklyn
who move to Seaside Heights to escape the pressures of
post high school life.
Gia Spumanti wants a carefree summer filled with
clubs full of alcohol and single men and the perks that
accompany them. Her cousin, Bella Rizzoli, is looking
for a little fun after breaking up with her boyfriend of
six years. Her cousin Gia knows everything there is to
know about having fun.
If you insist on making comparisons be-
tween the characters in the book ai
the real life JerseyShore cast instead
of accepting "A Shore Thing" as a
completely fictional account of
friendship and romance, Gia
is Snooki and Bella is her
BFFFL JWOWW.
Not unlike the
Jersey Shore, a sig-
nificant portion of
















you count the chap-
ter in which Gia saves
a beached shark from
vengeful tourists
The experience as a
whole was more drain-
ing than relaxing, but
there were endearing A
moments, like when A|
dreamy single fire- £■
fighter Frank realizes f|
his love of Gia after II
rescuing her from a
fire (turns out put- '
ting dirty dishes in the ov<
and setting the dial to 'clean' does not have the same
effect as a dishwasher).
Snooki said it best on the Late Show: "If you're
watching the show your standards can't be too
Just like the Jersey Shore, "A Shore
Thing" evokes terror as well as delight
and that is why this book will be
mysteriously well-received by Shore
viewers and Snooki allies.
The rest of us will probably
never understand.
Perhaps because Snooki knows
who she is and proudly displays
it whenever given the chance is
why approximately six million
viewers find her so endearing.
She didn't sign up for a book
deal with the intention of
surpassing Jane Austen or
in hopes of being taken
seriously.
Her magnetism to-




people will never be able
to: she embraces the joke
she is entangled in and
does so with MTV-worthy
humor and a "I'm a slut,
not a whore" (actual quote)
attitude.
That being said, I
consider this my last serious
effort to understand and
except Snooki's mystifying
appeal. Snooki, I don'thave
to like you, but I respect
you.
Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com
TrevorBrown | The Spectator
The 'Real' Jersey Shore: a chat with a Jersey native
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
To see if New Jersey is really how it
looks on "The JerseyShore," our intrepid
reporter Dallas Goschie interviewed fresh-
man nursing major CaraTalty, a native of
New Jersey herself.
Dallas; Is New Jersey, as entertainment
editor Kelton Sears puts it, "a cesspool full
of orange people on steroids?"
Cara: (Laughs) Yeah, pretty much
actually,
D: To you, what defines a Jersey girl?
C: A Jersey girl is somebody who wears
verytight clothing, goes tanning once—if
not twice a day, probably six or seven days
a week. Dances all day to techno music
and wishes she was aDJ, or wants to marry
a DJ, and yeah, pretty much a Jersey girl.
And drinks a lot, of course.
D: What s it like being a 'Jersey girl* on
the west coast?
C: Its fun. Everyone does kinda com-
ment on the "Jersey Shore" and they all
talk to me about it and whatnot but I
thinkI stand out a little bit and I think I
got a littlebit ofthe "Jersey Shore" attitude
in me and I like to think I bring a litde of
that here to Seattle.
D: Speaking of "The Jersey Shore,"
what do you think of the show?
C: To be honest I don't watch it reli-
giously, like half the campus here does. I
think it is funny entertainment and it is
typical "Seaside Heights." I actually have
been down the shore and seen Snooki and
Pauiie D at some of the clubs, and they are
definitely entertaining and try to put on a
good show. I don't know, I think its a good
show. My mom hates it. I kinda like it.
D: Have you seen your state or town
change since the premiere?
C: Yes. A lot of people started doing
the "pouf" and little white boys are going
guido and starting to put on wife beaters
and walking around the school with gel in
their hair even though they are white and
have like blonde hair and blue eyes. They
just can't pull it off.
D: And is the guido population where
you live substantial?
C: It is, yeah. There are a lot of guidos.
Especially at my high school there was a
lot, but it's kind ofcommon. Its not like
a guido would walk in and we would all
stop and like stare at them. They are the
normal, average people.
D: Do you sort of regret that the show
ever aired?
C: No, I don't think so. I think it
put New Jersey on the map even more.
No, I love the show actually. I think it
is really funny and for a reality show
there has been so many and this is one
that actually became pretty successful
and really popular. So I'm just glad that
it is my state.
D: In New Jersey, is "GTL" a big part
of every day life.
C: Gym, tan, laundry. Yes it is a big
part ofevery day life. I don't go tanning
just because I'm a runner and I kind of
can't but my friends will go to the gym,
they will tan, do their laundry. I know
some gyms now have tanning salons and
washer/dryers in their gym so it just
makes it even easier.
D: Do you consider Snooki your per-
sonal role model?
C: In a way, yes. Because she is very
short and I consider myself short. I
know some people are probably afraid to
confront her about anything. So I think,
yeah, I like Snooki. I would consider her
my role model, definitely.
D: You said you've seen her on the
shore before, what was going through
your head?
C: How short she was, how short
and orange she was. Like an Oompa-
Loompa almost. But she was very funny,
I didn't talk to her, but she seemed pretty
funny,
D; Do you think that the show has
redefined "jersey?"
C: In a way, I guess so. A lot ofpeo-
ple think that New Jersey is officially
a guido state and that is why it exists.
But that's not true. That is only a part
of New Jersey. I guess it did redefine it,
in more of a bad way though.
D: There have been reports released
that some of the cast-mates make about
130,000 an episode and anywhere from
$10,000 to $40,000 per public appear-
ance, what do you think about that? Do
you think we should be rewarding their
behavior?
C: I think that is crap. I look so much
better in tight clothing and I should
be getting that money, not Snooki or
Sammy or any of them. But yeah, can't
do anything about it.
D: Anything else you want to say to
defend your home-state?
C: Go New Jersey, garden state rules!
I have a shore house in July, everyone is
welcome!
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
CaraTatty: Reppin' the Shore
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Kelton Sears
Entertainment Editor
This article is a manifesto.
Unlike most manifestos, it begins not
with a pissed offrevolutionary, but instead
with two of the nicest people ever.
Whitney Ford-Terry and Jessica Powers
are two of the nicest people I've interviewed.
As they hurried in and out of the Hedreen,
preparing for a presentation an artist named
Reed C. Walton was giving that night about
neurons and their relation to KFC Double
Downs and art, they made extra sure to of-
fer me free Rancho Bravo tamales and soda.
They even offered the food to a rambling
stranger who walked in from the street. The
stranger politely declined, stating he hated
tamales. But he did present the two with a
gift of what appeared to be string beans in
a plastic container, which Ford-Terry brief-
ly mistook for a praying mantis. He then
walked right back out, rambling to himself
as he had when he came in.
"We get lots of people like that just
wandering in the gallery off the street," said
To put it in simpler terms,
picture The Hedreen as an
arts YMCA where everyone
(especially you) is invited.
Powers, who was wearing a knit turquoise
beanie because she said her hair wasn't look-
ing great today. "Since we're one of the few
buildings on campus that faces outward, we
get lots ofpeople coming in asking what this
is or asking for free food. We're just happy
to have people in here talking to us about
art, even if they're just here because they're
hungry."
Ford-Terry chimed in from behind her
large circular framed glasses. "There was one
time this guy came in and asked where all the
art and pictures ofnaked people' had gone.
I thought it was funny he saw those two as
the same thing."
Chances are, if you are a student or fac-
ulty reading this, you are just as confused
as to what the "Hedreen" is as these strang-
ers off the street. I say this because over the
course of this story, after discussing this ar-
ticle causally with people on campus, I can
recall only two people who even knew what
The Hedreen is, a figure that includes profes-
sors as well as students.
You older folks aren't off the hook
either.
So—before I go any further, I will attempt
to get you up to speed. The Hedreen Gallery
is the big building facing 12thwith the glass
windows. It is the school's biggest art gal-
lery. If you've seen a play on campus at the
Lee Center for the Arts, you have definitely
walked through it on the way to the theatre.
Whitney Ford-Terry and Jessica Powers are
the current co-curators of the space, and
have been doing so since last summer.
And even though Seattle University has
kept the Hedreen as quiet and unknown on
campus as possible (something the school's
done a frighteningly good job of), the rest
ofSeattle has been noticing how Ford-Terry
and Powers are quickly transforming the gal-
lery into a kick-ass forward thinking space.
City Arts magazine recently featured the
duo in their "Top 50 CultureMakers" list,
along with Yoko Ott, the former curator of
the space (who's exhibit featuring video art
from Meiro Koizumi was widely considered
one of the best exhibits in the entire city last
year). In an article in The Stranger last sum-
mer critiquing Seattle's art schools, Seattle U
was one of the only schools that came out
looking somewhat competent. Most of the
praise in the article—directly in reference
to the Hedreen.
"We often don't pay any attention to
what's right in front ofus," said Jen Graves,
art critic for The Stranger who wrote the
aforementioned article.
An anecdote that simultaneously exhibits
how ballsy The Hedreen is whilealso highlight-
ing the school's blind eye:
In Decemberoflast year, The Smithsonian
controversially censored David Wojnarowicz's
video "A Fire In My Belly," because of pres-
sure from the Catholic League. An 11 sec-
ond scene of the video featuring a crucifix
covered in ants was the source ofthe outcry,
an image the Catholic League called an as-
sault on Christianity. After the Smithsonian
censored the video, The Hedreen Gallery was
the first place in Seattle to show it to the
public. Since our school is Jesuit and most
the flack about the video was coming from
the Catholic League, you might expect that
Ford-Terry and Powers were challenged by
the priests on campus.
"I showed up to the screening and musi-
cians were there, noted artists, even the di-
rector of the Seattle Art Museum, so some
important people," Graves said. "But there
were no faculty or students from SU there at
all. Ifa priest had come from the school and
commented on the religious imagery in the
video, or even challenged us and supported
the censorship, thediscussion would've been
(Except for everybody at Seattle U)
Or: A letter to any student at SU interested in art at all
even more intelligent and interesting. But
nobody from the school came."
So—why is it that everybody is noticing
Musicians were there,
noted artists, even the
director of the [SAM]. But
there were no faculty or
students from SU at all.
Jen Graves
Art Critic for The Stranger
the arts at Seattle U, except for everybody
at Seattle U?
This is something Ford-Terry and Powers
wondered themselves at the start of their
time here.
"When the Intellectual Property show
happened, it was a great opportunity for
students to get to know a lot of really great
artists and professionals," Powers said, ref-
erencing an exhibition Yoko Ott curated in
the Hedreen last March that pulled in noted
talents from all over the city. "A lot ofpeople
came, but I didn't really see any students."
This struck at the larger issue Ford Terry
and Powers wanted to address when they
were hired.
"We were noticing that there is this great
arts community at SU, but not a lot of op-
portunity for student involvement," Powers
said.
The issue expanded outside of Seattle
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
This the Hedreen Gallery. The future headquarters for the arts community that you are going to help create. That is Jessica Powers and Whitney Ford-Terry. Get to know them.
Not only are they the nicest people ever, they want students to succeed at art. Also, they totally want you to sleep overat theirpad.
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University as well. "During some conversa-
tions, we were also seeing that there were
all these disparate art communities around
the city—students at Cornish, students
at Seattle University, UW. In the city of
Seattle itself there were all these artists as
well," Ford-Terry said. '"There was so much
going on, but nobody was talking to each
other. It wasn't an issue of miscommunica-
It wasn't an issue of
miscommunication, it was an
issue of non-communication.
Nobody knew who each
other were or what they
were working on.
Whitney Ford-Terry
Co-Curator of The Hedreen Gallery
tion, it was an issue of non-communication.
Nobody knew who each other were or what
they were working on."
Flash forward to today and you'll notice
that almost everything the Hedreen is doing
in some way addresses the issue of build-
ing community. One of the gallery's most
praised programs, "FaceTime," is a bi-week-
ly event occuring every other Saturday that
invites the public to bring a sleeping bag to
the gallery for a sleepover. Artists come and
present a lecture or a performance and after-
wards guests spend the night with the artists
the Hedreen for discussion or arts and
crafts. The goal, according to the Hedreen,
is to "develop new contexts for interaction
that push interdisciplinary and personal ex-
perience beyond the traditional art-viewer
relationship."
"The meta-idea of this whole thing is to
essentially re-evaluate the role ofart educa-
tion," Ford-Terry said. "The Northwest is
full of amazing artists doing beautiful things
and all these artists are so accessible because
Seattle is such a small city. We wanted to ac-
tivate this space in a way that would connect
art students in their education with these art-
ists, since there seems to be this idea amongst
art students that many of these professionals
are distant and untouchable."
A crucial component of any education
is mentorship, especially for the arts, a
discipline with a long history of tutelage.
In this way, the Hedreen is now attempt-
ing to become almost less a "gallery" and
more a community center for artists and
art students. The passive relationship be-
tween viewer and art is being twisted into
something much more active. Ford-Terry
and Powers are attempting to make The
Hedreen a gallery that "responds" and "re-
acts" to people.
To put it in simpler terms, picture The
Hedreen as an arts YMCA, where everyone
(especially you) is invited.
If Ford-Terry and Powers can be called
the managers of this new arts YMCA,
Colleen Clement would be the person on
the street with a clipboard in her hand,
signing everyone up. "I think the time is
now to build a strong arts community," said
Clement, junior fine arts major and presi-
dent ofArtSideOut, the school's largest art
club. You've probably seen Clement walk-
ing around campus with her white-blonde
hair, feverishly scrawling notes or sketch-
ing pictures in her myriad of personalized
notebooks. Ford-Terry and Powers, advisors
to ArtSideOut, have been working closely
with Clement to breathe life into arts at
Seattle U.
The product of this collaboration: "The
Honest Crit."
Starting this month, every fourth
Thursday, the Hedreen will host a workshop
where eight students will get 15 minutes
to present whatever they want—a painting,
a short story, a song, a film—and receive
honest criticism from theirpeers and fellow
student artists, as well as Ford Terry and
Powers.
"It takes away every excuse for art stu-
dents who want to get into the scene,"
Clement said. "Here is your chance—you
can come, on campus and meet artists,
have your work critiqued and build up a
portfolio."
The hope is not that Seattle U will all of
the sudden become a huge notedart school.
The hope is much simpler. As a school on
Capitol Hill, arguably the arts-center of the
city, and a school so full of student artists
that you couldn't through a BECU spon-
sored Redhawks basketball without hitting
one—the hope is simply that art students
talk to each other. The hope is that art stu-
dents talk to artists. The hope is that a poet
and a visual artist meet at "The Honest
Crit," dig each other's artwork and decide
to collaborate on a multimedia piece. That a
student filmmaker and an upstart musician
meet at the Hedreen and decide to make a
music video. That an amateur sculptor chats
up an established textile artist hosting a Face
Time sleepover and finds a connection and
a mentor that is 10 times more meaning-
ful than anything they could've learned or
found in a classroom.
The hope is that you




The hope is that you just come to The
Hedreen and use it. Just show up.
It's there. «
And also, say hello to Ford-Terry and
Powers at open lunches at the gallery.
"We'd love to talk to students about
whatever they want and help them talk
through personal projects or work," Ford-
Terry said. "We have snacks."
This article is a manifesto.
It takes away every
excuse for art students
who want to get into
the scene.
Here is your chance.
Colleen Clement
ArtSideOut President
This article is my completely non-objec-
tive attempt to get you, the student artist, to
go to The Hedreen and talk with each other.
This is my attempt to start an arts revolution
on campus. Not a revolution built on anger
or a sense of indignation at the school or
a lack of arts funding. Getting mad won't
work. It hasn't in the past, and it won't work
now. Most successful revolutions weren't fu-
eled by anger anyway. They were fueled by a
couple ofpassionate people, getting together
and talking. Perhaps over snacks.
"I think Woody Allen said 99 percent
ofsuccess is showing up, but I'm not sure,"
said Graves over the phone, "you should
check that quote out because I think I
got it wrong.* But anyways, just show up.
Seriously. That's the first step to anything.
SU has this great resource—all you have to
do is go."
*"80 percent of success is showing
up."
-Woody Allen.
But, you get the point.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.conn
Open Lunch
Every Friday from 12 p.m. to 1:30
p.m.
The lovely Whitney Ford-Terry
and Jessica Powers will give you
food for free and chat with you
about whatever you're artsy heart
desires. Also: an artist or cultural
agent from the area will nibble
on sandwiches with you, pres-
ent their work and chat with you
as well. The potential payoff for a
good schmoozer is insane.
Face Time
Every other Saturday at 7 p.m.
First, you will get free food (so
much free food). Second, an
artist will present a lecture,
perform, or discuss their art.
Third, you hang out with the
artist literally all night, as well
as anybody else in the gallery.
The icing on the cake: the
whole deal is a sleepover. Bring
your sleeping bag and pack
it in for the night in the sweet
sweet artistic confines of the
gallery. Anybody off the street
is welcome.
The Honest Crit
Fourth Thursday of every month
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Essentially an art workshop
on crack, "The Honest Crit" is
an opportunity for students in
any discipline (writing, visual
art, photo, film, music, etc.) to
share their work to their peers
and get, as the title alludes
to, honest criticism. Eight
students each session will
get the opportunity to present
their stuff for 15 minutes. Yes,
student artists: you finally have
an outlet and a place to gather.
Not only an opportunity to
share your art, but potentially
a way for student artists to
finally start building the kind of
community that breeds lasting
friendships and potentially
awesome collaborations.
OPPORTUNITIES AT THE HEDREEN YOU HAVE
ABSOLUTELY NO EXCUSE NOT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF:
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Students trek through
conditions at Heather Lake
A groupof students snowshoe with OAR at Heather Lake on Saturday. Since the snow had largely melted
by the time the students arrived, the students instead trekked through rushing water as a result of the
runofffrom the melting snow and rain that had been hitting the mountainsall day. OAR offers outdoor trips
everyweek, varying from kayaking to snowshoeing, shuttles to and from Vertical World and the SnoVan
that shuttles students to various ski slopes in thearea.






Jones transferred to Seattle U
after his sophomore year from
Scottsdale Community College
in Scottsdale, AZ. In his first sea-
son at Seattle U, he played in all
31 games.
Swish. A sound that men's
basketball player Alex Jones has
gotten quite used to.
Also a familiar sound to
Seattle University's men's bas-
ketball coach, Cameron Dollar,
who agreed with the Athletic
Department's decision to name







Yes, he is a great basket-
ball player, but that's just the
beginning.
"He has been responsible,"
Dollar said. "He has kept an even
balance between basketball and
academics."
Though for many the task of
balancing such a full schedule
might be intimidating, there are
perks to being a college athlete:
it's a great career opportunity, it
forms contacts and college comes
paid for. For Jones, however, play-
ing on the team isn't justa job, it's
a passion.
"I love basketball because I
love basketball," Jones said.
But it's not the only thing
he loves.
"I have a fiancee," he added
after discussing their plans to be
married later in the year. They
met in Phoenix where he was an
intern for Northwestern Mutual,
getting a jumpstart on what he
hopes will be a job after gradu-
ation. Jones, who is a business
major, plans to move to Tucson
with his future wife to hopefully
settle down and relax into a life
after basketball.
Right now, there's not much
time for such relaxation.
"To relax, I lay in bed, watch
TV and zone out for hours," he
said.
But the Seattle U athletics
program is the reason he's here.
During a game, little mat-
ters save what's occurring on the
court as he becomes oblivious
to the crowds and cheers around
him, not even aware that every
time he or his teammates shoot
a free throw the standing section
is full of students fluttering their
hands in support. Support is an
aspect Jones seems to bring to his
teammates as well.
I remember when Big





"He really cares," said Dollar.
"[He] looks out for the guys."
Dollar has been proud of how
Jones has improved over the
years. Eating well and working
out have helped build him up to
be the strong post he is at every
game.
"He represents his school and
team well," Dollar said.
Inevitably, having se-
niors on a team means they
will be gone in a few short
months. It's not something a
coach can be expected to get
used to.
"Always," Dollar said of
watching seniors leave the team,
"always hard."
Jones, however, wants to be
sure to leave his teammates with
at least one thing.
"Good memories," he said,
admitting that the bad memo-
ries, too, can be memorable. "I
want my team to keep getting
better and reach their full po-
tential," Dollar said.
And so far he has been pleased
with his entire team's efforts dur-
ing this season. Having been the
coachhere for two years, he arrived
at Seattle U about the same time
as Jones.
"I remember when Big Al first
came in, and now he's almost
gone," Dollar said, calling Jones
by one of his many nicknames.
"It's been great since day one."
Colleen may be reached at
fontanac@seattleu.edu




Over the weekend, Seattle
University's baseball team par-
ticipated in ChafFey's Inner City
Baseball Program, an event where
inner-city youth aged 14 and un-
der spent the afternoon learning
from Seattle U's baseball players.
The camp, which is in its third
consecutive year at Seattle U, is
an opportunity for the baseball
team and coaches to give back to
the community. The men on the
team have the opportunity to be
role models for the younger play-
ers while sharing their love for
baseball. The players and coaches
also see it as a chance to give back




Cameron Dollar has launched his
own TV show, appropriately titled
"The Cameron Dollar Show." The
show will air on ESPN Seattle
(Chanel 710) on Mondays from
8 p.m. to 9 p : m. The first episode
aired this past Monday. A few epi-
sodes will air on Tuesdays due to
conflicting game schedules.
Regardless of his show, Dollar's
team has been winning key games,
even if their 8-12 overall record
doesn't show it. The team beat
ACC member Virginia 59-53 on
the road over Christmas break,
which is arguably one of the big-
gest victories for the team in re-
cent decades. After beating teams
like Oklahoma and Minnesota,
Virginia had an RPI of 72 going
into the game.
TRACK
The Seattle University track
and field team started the season
out strong, competing in their
first meet of the season over the
weekend.
The UW IndoorPreview, held at
Dempsey Indoor at the University
ofWashington, was an exception-
ally strong showing for junior
Zach Stanfield, who set a school
record after finishing second in the
men's 60-meter dash with a time
of6.92.
Freshman Emily Walters
also set a school record in the
triple jump with a jump of
10.8 meters.
The Redhawks will return to
Dempsey Indoor on January 28
and 29 for the UW Invitational.
SOCCER
Sean Morris, a senior on the
men's soccer team, has been se-
lected by the Seattle Sounders in
the MLS Supplemental Draft.
Morris, a Bothell native and
Bishop Blanchet alum, was
the 11th pick in the third round
of the draft. As a midfielder for
Seattle University, Morris started
61 of the 66 matches he played
in over the course of his college
career. In those games, he had a
total of 10 assists and six goals.
In his senior season, he was part
oftwo scoring drives, scoring one
goal and assisting on another.
The Seattle Sounders will begin
practice on Tuesday in Tukwila be-
fore competing in their first match
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Men's basketball
falls to Utah Valley
J. Adrian Munger
Volunteer Writer
In a game characterized by high
physicality and mediocre defense,
the Utah Valley Wolverines defeated
Seattle University's mens basketball
89-73 Thursday.
In the first half, both teams had
significant offensive runs, trading
the lead back and forth. An early
7-0 run gave the Wolverines a lead
three minutes into the game. Seatde
U came back with a 9-2 run to take
a 12-9 lead five and a half minutes
later, but the Wolverines scored
threebaskets in a row, solidly taking
the lead, 16-12,halfway through the
first half. The Wolverines kept the
lead until the end of the first half,
when the score was 29-24.
After the half, the Wolverines
continued their dominance through
excellent shooting and physicality.
Back to back three-pointers from
Utah forward Jordan Swarbrick
helped the Wolverines make a 10-2
run, giving them a 12 point lead,
one of the biggest of the night.
Continued excellence in shooting
helped the Wolverines score 60
points in the second half, while
keeping the Hawks to 49 second
halfpoints.
A dismalfirst halfoffense by Seatde
U improved after the halftime break.
"We really settled down in the
second half" said head coach Cameron
Dollar.
While the Hawks scored twice
as many points in the second half
as they did in the first half, they
couldn't keep up with the near per-
fect shooting theWolverines exhib-
ited on Thursday night.
"They got really physical with us,"
Dollar said. "We struggled handling
them"
The Wolverines' physical offense
forced the Redhawks into early foul
trouble and helped Utah get 24 free
throwpoints in the second half.
Seattle U guard Cervante Burrell
led the Redhawks in scoring with
18points. Forward Aaron Broussard
had 17points and 6rebounds.
The Wolverines offense was led
by its starting five, who all scored
in the double digits. GuardHolton
Hunsaker lead the Wolverines with
18 points and six assists. Swarbrick
finished with a double-double,
scoring 17 points and nabbing
10 rebounds.
Thursday's loss continues Seattle
U's midseason slump, bringing the
Redhawks record to seven wins and
12 losses. Seattle U continues the
current stretch ofroad games today
with a match-up against Cal State
Northridge beginning at 7 p.m.
Adrian may be reached at
mungerj@seattieu.edu
Mellies takes on challenges
Cameron Drews
StaffWriter
It would probably take the
average student only one quar-
ter before giving up on the idea
to participate in a college-level
athletic program and major in
engineering. Then again, se-
nior Jamie Mellies, the starting
center and three-year captain
of the Seattle University wom-
en's volleyball team, is not the
average individual.
This year, the team had a re-
cord of 18-13, making it the
first Division One winning sea-
son they've experienced. Head
coach Shannon Ellis says the ac-
complishment was largely due to
Mellies' involvement.
"She's the best," Ellis said.
"She's everything a student-ath-
lete should be. She carries herself
well, she's articulate and she cares
about the community."
Mellies was born and raised
in Las Vegas, Nev. and came to
Seattle for a change of scenery.
She began playing volleyball in
fifth grade but didn't get serious
about it until her freshman year
of high school. It was also dur-
ing high school that she consid-
ered engineering to be a possible
career choice.
"I've always been good at math
and science," she said.
Her high school physics
teacher asked if she had ever
thought about going into engi-
neering. Well, she has now, and
ofall the majors to pick, she went
with the one that's notorious for
taking up a lot of time outside
the classroom.
However, these days she really
misses the busyness that accom-
panies the regular season.
"I actually like the schedule,"
she said. "I like being busy all
the time."
Although volleyball has cut
into her summer vacations and
Thanksgiving weekends, Mellies
has spent most of her summers
in Las Vegas, where she enjoyed
hanging out with friends and
family and going swimming on
a daily basis.
She has one younger brother
who's currently enrolled in the
University ofNevada atLas Vegas,
and she admits to being apart ofa
competitive sibling rivalry. In an
effort to compete in a sport they're
both unfamiliar with, Mellies and
her brother have recently picked
up tennis.
"I'm not very good at it," she
admitted. "It challenges me. He's
definitely beating me at this."
But while she might have been
losing to her little brother at ten-
nis, she led the volleyball team to
18 victories.
"She made it happen," said
Coach Ellis. "She gave it every-
thing she had, and she has worked
hard to be the best she could be
on the volleyball court."
Mellies was really happy about
the way the season turned out
as well.
"We had a lot of new, com-
petitive players, and our practices
were always really competitive,
and that makes the team better."
Mellies is very dedicated to
both her education and her extra-
curricular activities, representing
what coach Mellies considered
"the model student-athlete." To
anyone who's having trouble bal-
ancing schoolwork and sports, it
can be done. Jamie Mellies is liv-
ing proof.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
Mellies is working towards a mi-
nor in mathematics in addition to
her civil engineering major.
Sonya Ekstrom | TheSpectator






By now, we all know the story inTucson. Jared
Lee Loughner, the grinning bald man plastered
across every newspaper this past week killed
six and injured 13, including Rep. Gabrielle
Giffords, in a grocery store parking lot. The bul-
lets Loughner used were bought at Wal-Mart, his
glock purchased at the Sportsman's Warehouse
oudet in Tucson after a cleared background check.
Despite the fact that Loughner was suspended
from community college after threatening out-
bursts determined to be due to "mental issues," he
was still able to buy a gun. Even after the tragedy,
gun control issues in Arizona show no sign of
budging.
Meanwhile in Tunisia, after Wikileaks cables
exposed corruption in the government, mass pro-
tests managed to scare President Zine El Abidine
Ben Ali out of the country, unseating him from
his presidency. Although the protests eventually
descended into violence, the peaceful protest that
preluded the hysteria was enough to force out the
president.
Loughner attempted to effect change through
violence. While he did make ripples, his agenda
and his goals that he wanted to push have been
ignored. We will remember the event as a trag-
edy, not a landmark in political discourse. The
protests in Tunisia show that if mass prostest can
proceed without descendinginto violence, mean-
ingful change can occur without guns. All that




As we reflect both on the aftermath of the Arizona shooting Jan. 8 and
Martin Luther King Jr.'s dream for a better America this week, citizens
and policymakers must look at innovative ways to prevent future crimes
instead of focusing on finding someone to blame.
A disproportionatenumber ofmen from minority and impoverished
backgrounds are incarcerated each year all across the country and with
some states implementing "three strikes" rules, repeated theft could
mean life in prison. This means able people are left in prisons, costing
the state money instead of rehabilitating inmates so they may become
productive citizens.
The national unemployment rate fell to 9.4 percent in December
2010. However, this doesn't include the incarcerated population com-
prised of skilled laborers who, upon release, will have obsolete skills or
simply have fallen out of practice. They will find it much more difficult
to get work in a job market that is hard on everyone, not justthose with
criminal records following them.
Gov. Christine Gregoirerecendy cut $52 million from the Department
ofCorrections budget, further limiting Washington's ability to rehabili-
tate offenders. Where has the correction gone in the Department of
Corrections?
Similarly, events like the Virginia Tech and the Arizona shootings
show this country is not equipped to prevent the mentally disturbed
from committing crimes. While there is only so much reaching out that
can be done, we should ask ourselves what actions could have been taken
in the childhood of these criminals.
If the country improves early childhood education and access to
resources, we can move to an America with lower crime and greater
prosperity.
It seems every few years a disturbed young man comes to a public
place with a gun with the intention ofkilling innocent people. Let the
courts decide who is to blame. The media and policymakers should
instead look to what we can do to prevent these acts from happening
in the future.
In these times of economic need, the country must find ways to
make sure those who are underprivileged do not have to keep paying
for budget shortfalls or else we are simply perpetuating inequalityand
leaving high-risk populations vulnerable.
Political rhetoric to blame for national polarity
Chase Parker
Debate Team Columnist
Yet again tragedy has struck the
nation. Although we have the most
murderousrecord ofall our developed
peers, I am not necessarily convinced
that this tragedy is a by-product of
the heated political rhetoric that is all
too prevalent in America. However
the fingers have been pointed and
the debate has begun - and rightfully
so. And with all of that finger point-
ing, little or no accountability has
been taken. '
When Sarah Palin used her po-
litical clout to align her brethren in
a fight against the left in the recent
midterm elections, she probably did
not foresee the fallout that was to
come following the Tucson incident.
Manyhave questioned her use ofgun
targets representing the constituen-
cies of Democratic candidates, as do
I. What I do not question, however, is
its legality. No matter how shameful
or tasteless the tactics are, I whole-
heartedly concede to herfirst amend-
mentright.
This protection, however, cannot
be used for the fallout. Just because
something does not violate the first
amendment does not mean that oth-
ers cannotexercise their sameright to
protest against it.
Let me be clear in reiterating
that Palin and company's use of
questionable symbols, visceral com-
mentary and threatening rhetoric is
largely to blame for the polarity in
this country. This call to ignorance is
strongly related to news stories about
Obama's supposed Islamic tendencies
and non-American birth. The goal of
some of these pundits is no longer
to inform, but to strategically preach
falsehoods to a captive audience that
is ready and willingto wield their pas-
sion and anger at any receiver their
masters so choose. With such asser-
tions and utterances come righteous
protest and hearty defense.
How is it, then, that the defense
is publicly blamed for naivete rather
than the condemnation of irrespon-
sible claims? It's as if an unethical
prosecutor has stood for hours to
convince a jury of the defendant's
undue guilt and then that very pros-
ecutor disallows that defendant from
mounting the very defense that is en-
titled to him. I amthe first to say that
the spread of information in itself isn't
always the best thing for society, es-
pecially when that speech is untrue
- but uncensored speech is ahallmark
ofour country and its absence would
cause even greater inequity.
Ifthe strategic goal ofsome on the
right wing is to spread propaganda
to thepoint that the White House is
stolen next year, then what will they
do when people realize the path that
got them there was marked by tricks
and fallacy? More importantly, what
would befall our country if that real-
ization never happens? The true rem-
edy for such emotionaland insensible
speech is constantcalls to truth, facts,
history and engagement. Don't stand
for this, say something.
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Change needed in Sudan
Colleen Fontana
VolunteerWriter
After more than 20 years, 2005 saw
the end of civil war in Sudan, Africa. The
Comprehensive Peace Deal, signed that
year, was the beginning ofthe walk towards
independence for southern Sudan.
Currendy, areferendum vote in south-
ern Sudan could be "the beginning of the
end" of the struggle for sovereignty.
According to an article from global
news station Euronews, Salva Kiir, south-
ern Sudan's president, has said that the
"referendum is a choice between being a
second-class person in your own coun-
try, or a free person in your independent
state."
He's right.
As with all struggles for sovereignty,
therisks offailure are high and the chance
ofsuccess is battered by thereality ofwhat
it means to be independent. It is obvious
that the majority of southern Sudan de-
sires such a change to occur. But I believe
the question is not whether or not they
want independence but rather whether or
not they are ready to sustain themselves.
The fundamental question remains: can
southern Sudan protect its people and
provide a structured economy that will
support a society?
Sudan is oneof the poorest countries in
the world and, therefore, one of the most
plagued by disease. Rebecca Hamilton, a
reporter for theWashington Post, stated in
a recent article that a hospital in southern
Sudan that services more than 1 million
people only has 11 bedsand no mattresses.
Before the age ofone, one out ofevery six
infants will die in southern Sudan. After
years ofwar, poverty and displacement,
the southernpart ofSudan does not have
the infrastructure to support itself.
But perhaps the alternative ofstaying
with the north is even worse.
In order to understand the complexity
of the situation, however, we must first
examine the essential components of the
struggles in Sudan. The fight over oil is a
major concern in the north, which fears
that a split would favor the souths access
to this limited resource, particularly in
the disputed oil-rich area of Abyei on the
border of northern and southern Sudan.
There are also differences in culture and
ethnicities among the Sudanese popula-
tion, which, ifa split were to occur, could
lead to any number ofinternal conflicts
involving racism and religious discrimi-
nation. But one could argue that such
conflicts would be present regardless.
The tension that has existed in Sudan for
the past several decades has divided the
country mentally if not physically. It is
as though Sudan is living as two separate
countries already.
Though an official break from the
north could lead to more civil war, and
the citizens in the south might have to
call upon neighboring countries for help,
it is far worse to ask the Sudanese people
to continue living in the conditions they
are in now.
A desire for freedom has led to the
brave call for the current referendum so
that citizens of southern Sudan could
finally vote for change.
The atmosphere is indeed dire and the
situation complex, but the alternative is
to do nothing. They've lived this status
quo for the past two decades. Maybe
it is time to work for something new,
regardless of the difficulties in store.
Other countries in history did it, and
succeeded. Perhaps it's time for Sudan
to do the same.







month that they are done
playing dress up. They will be
re-introducing their name and
signage to 15th Avenue Coffee
and Tea, which since opening
in summer 2009 was merely
"inspired" by Starbucks.
This transition back to the
Starbucks insignia and noto-
riously regimented way oflife
marks the end of a brief era
and a very predictable move
on the part of Starbucks to
imitate, innovate and move
on. For the past few years,
Starbucks has been trying to
shake their impersonal image
by overhauling their tradi-
tionally sterile green and gray
stores to include reclaimed
wood and furniture, made to
order pour-over coffee using
beans of your choice, and lest
I say real espresso machines.
The original and extremely
successful Starbucks business
model rested on the notion
that people would pay more
not only for convenience, but
standardized quality. In their
hey-day Starbucks gladly
traded that neighborhood
coffee shop feel for an inno-
vative concept: decent coffee
fast. Maybe the economy has
gotten the best of them, but
a new nameless logo, a new
31-ounced Trenta—which
is too big to be used for hot
drinks—and no future plans
to open anymore "learning
environment" cafes may mean
that Starbucks has finished its
studies and determined what
customers really want.To have
their thirst overly quenched in
an orderly and precise fashion
in a building that's actually la-
beled Starbucks. According to
Reuters', the new Trenta size
could be a direct challenge to
McDonald's, which has been
serving iced coffee drinks and
tea in cheap 32-ounce serv-
ings. Although Starbucks
claims that the sweetened
versions of their trenta drinks
will only have 230 calories,
that reality is obviously a di-
luted one when a 20-ounce
Venti White Chocolate
Creme Frappuccino is 630
calories. Dietary concerns
aside, the move back to the
Starbucks logo and corporate
competitiveness is exactly
that, a step backward. For a
while, Starbucks understood
that it could make the rules,
but has in the past 10 years
only taken steps to com-
pete in the game and when
your biggest competition is
McDonald's, your game is
essentially over.
Kassi may be reached at
krodgers@su-spectator.com
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In the Jan. 12 edition ofThe
Spectator, the bylines on the
stories "Transfer player lights
up court" and "Swimmer is
natural athlete, caretaker" were
switched. Ellie White wrote the
former and Michelle Connerly






On Thursday night the International Club held theirfirst International Fashion Night. Seattle University
students dressed in traditional clothing and served food from around the world. After the fashion
show was finished the event commenced in dancing with music freshman DJ JuliaLindman.
Joe Dyer & Sy Bean | The Spectator
su-spectator.com/multimedia
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